TV Buyer Guide
Is the Time Right to Buy a 4K UltraHD TV?

Jeremy Phan
Buying a new television, despite Edge-lit vs. Local Dimming
the myriad of specifications, tech- At their core, all LCD displays
nologies, resolutions, and other consist of a white backlight sitting
factors, doesn’t have to be a bewil- behind an RGB (red, green, blue)
dering quest. With the shuttering LCD panel. The backlight shines
of plasma technology by Pioneer, light forward, while the LCD conSamsung, and others, the only re- trols the passage of the backlight
maining mainstream technology is to illuminate each individual coLCD, which continually gets bet- lour pixel. In older LCD displays,
ter and better. Virtually all mid-to- the backlight was often a single
high-range LCD displays now use unit which could not vary its light
LED backlights (instead of CCFL), output across the screen and more
with either local or edge-lit dim- importantly, not turn off. This in
ming to enable deeper blacks and turn, made it very difficult for older
richer, brighter colours. 3D didn’t LCDs to deliver truly dark blacks,
take off as manufacturers and stu- often displaying them as dark grey
dios wanted but has nonetheless, or blue. One advantage of the now
helped to improve performance defunct plasma technology, by virby increasing refresh rates, colour tue of its process, was its ability
gamut, and other specifications that to not illuminate individual pixels
are also used for 2D video. Start- as needed. Advancements in LCD
ing off with resolution and ending backlight technology, beyond movwith budget, the list of questions a ing to higher quality LED backconsumer needs to ask is now much lights, now include edge-lit and local dimming, splitting the backlight
more succinct.
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into multiple zones for more refined
control.
The backlight, therefore, is now
the one of the specifications that has
the largest effect on picture quality.
Edge-lit displays are the cheaper
of the two versions and use backlights arranged around the edge of
the display. Unfortunately, there are
numerous edge-lit backlight configurations used by each manufacturer, with varying picture quality,
depending on the price of the TV. If
the edge-lit backlight is only along
one edge, it effectively creates rows
or columns of backlights. If more
backlights are used, such as top/bottom, right/left, or all four sides, this
increases the effective addressable
backlights areas. The more precise
the edge-lit backlight control, the
darker the image can get, and the
higher the resulting contrast and
subsequent picture quality.
Backlights can further be re-
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TVbuyerguide

fined by utilizing locally-dimmed putting quality over quantity.
backlights, which again split the
screen into zones. Whereas edge- Picture Resolution
lit backlights controlled the lights HDTVs offer two native picture
emanating from the sides of the resolutions - 720p (1,280 x 720 pixTV, locally dimmed backlights split els) or 1080p (1,920 x 1,080 pixels).
the TV into blocks within the TV. If you’re purchasing a TV under
Each of the resulting backlights is 50”, there is no discernible visual
individually addressable and can difference between 720p and 1080p
vary its brightness for its specific for viewers with normal eyesight
sub-image. Vizio Canada, which re- sitting at an appropriate distance –
cently launched in Canada on Sep- it is only when purchasing larger
tember 12th, uses a 36-zone locally- sets (over 50”) that a difference can
dimmed backlight in their M-Series be seen. So if budget is a constraint,
HDTVs. This backlight consists of consumers can save with a 720p set
4 rows split into 9 columns each, al- without worrying that they’re misslowing each individual subsection ing out on resolution.
to be controlled, resulting in better
Stepping up to larger HDTVs over
quality. This precise control is es- 55”, which many consumers are
pecially apparent with ultra-wides- now upgrading to, after making the
creen content as the empty top and switch to flat panels, 1080p is the
bottom horizontal black bars are resolution available on the majorpitch black.
ity of HDTVs under $3,000 CAD.
Many HDTVs are also coming 1080p displays are available from
pre-calibrated from the factory, en- across all manufacturers’ ranges,
suring viewers get the best picture from their entry-level sets all the
quality possible. While many big- way through their high-end sets.
box stores will switch to a harsh, Pricing differences come into effect
unnatural screen mode to make the for differentiating features such as
TV stand out against a wall of other refresh rate (120 Hz, 240 Hz, etc.),
brightly lit TVs, the inclusion of smart/connected TV functionality
calibrated or movie/film modes is (such as WiFi mirroring, built-in
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Netflix, YouTube, etc.), backlight
technology (local dimming, edgelit), size, and even shape (more below).
4K or UltraHD
The next step up from 1080p is 4K,
or UltraHD (3,840 x 2,160 pixels).
4K televisions offer four times the
resolution of 1080p (8,294,400
pixels versus 2,073,600 pixels) and
change the line count from horizontal (1,080 lines) to vertical (3,840
lines). This change was also made
so that empty black horizontal lines
wouldn’t be counted in ultra-widescreen content (e.g. 21:9), instead
only counting vertical lines which
always have content.
4K televisions, with their increased
pixel density, are typically only advantageous on very large sets (65”
and larger) but are also useful in
small sets for a different reason: the
ability to sit closer to your television without losing image detail. As
you move closer to your television,
the individual pixels on a 1080p TV
become more apparent, causing the
image to lose detail, but with a 4K
television, the higher pixel density
due to the smaller pixels compen-
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sates for this effect. For those that
doubt the need for increased resolution, while the shift from 1080p
to 4K isn’t as visually drastic as the
switch from standard definition to
high definition years ago, it really
is something that must be seen in
person to appreciate. A visit to a local retailer with 4K televisions will
drive this point home.
4K televisions currently command
a 60 per cent (or more) premium
versus their 1080p counterparts but
as with all technology, this gap is
narrowing quickly. A 50” Samsung
UN50HU7000 4K TV can be found
for approximately $1,700 CAD
versus about $1,000 for a similar
1080p set from Samsung.
To connect these 4K television
sets, HDMI has been updated to
version 2.0 but fret not, most existing HDMI v1.4 cables, receivers,
and other devices will support 4K
up to 30 fps. The upgrade to HDMI
v2.0 brings 60 fps, wider colour
gamut, 32 audio channel support,
and other features.
Native 4K content is still sparse but
there are both digital media storage
devices from Sony and Samsung,
as well as online streaming services,
including Netflix, which provide
4K content. Sony’s 4K movie and
show library boasts over 200 titles,
with each movie download consuming over 40GB. Movies purchased
or rented are stored on Sony’s 2TBequipped FMP-X1 4K Ultra HD
Media Player. For online streaming
services such as Netflix, utilizing
the new HEVC codec, a broadband connection with a sustained
minimum of 15 Mbps is required to
stream 4K content such as House of
Cards. Sites such as YouTube and
Vimeo already support 4K streaming and services such as Amazon
(unfortunately not yet available in
Canada) are set to roll out their own
4K streaming offerings shortly. One
very important thing to note with
downloads and streaming is that
with the huge amounts of data being transferred for 4K content, consumers should be especially aware
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of their monthly broadband traffic
allotments if they do not have an
unlimited plan. For those that prefer
physical media, new triple-layered
Blu-ray discs with a 100 GB capacity to support 4K content will arrive
in 2015, allowing users to purchase
4K content instead of having to use
their Internet connections.
As a stopgap measure until more
native 4K content is available, all
UltraHD TVs feature 4K upconversion, which interpolates lower
resolution content for display on
the UltraHD sets. This is done with
varying degrees of quality but overall, the mainstream manufacturers
(LG, Samsung, and Sony) do a decent job thanks to their experience
with digital imaging and processing.
On the other hand, UltraHD sets
from off-brand manufacturers such
as Seiki don’t do as well, often resulting in blocking, aliased images.

distance of viewers in the “sweet
spot” from the centre of the TV to
the edges, resulting in a more uniform and immersive picture. The
consequence of this is that viewers
sitting off-centre experience more
distortion and reduced picture quality. While video panning across the
screen is indeed more subjectively
uniform with a curved TV, the decrease in viewing area due to the reduction in optimal seating position
can be a trade-off that many viewers
are not willing to make – especially
if their TV is often host to large
groups. The decrease in horizontal
width, compared to a flat TV of the
same diagonal size, also decreases
the appeal. Like 3D (which didn’t
catch on and is only subjectively
appealing for specific types of content), I suspect that curved TVs will
not become mainstream and are not
worth the premium.

Curved Screens
Wand Remotes, Smart TVs, NFC,
Curved screens are a new change and Front-Facing Speakers
to TVs and attempt to mimic the As picture quality increases and
viewing experience in a movie the- subsequently becomes more difatre by adding in a slight curve to ficult to improve, relatively, other
the TV. The curve tries to minimize features are increasingly being
the slight difference in viewing added to ensure annual product
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cycles include “new” features. Among these are remotes that no longer rely
on line-of-sight infrared
and instead use RF such as
Bluetooth. Smart TV features also allow users to utilize web browsers, stream
video from services such as
Netflix and YouTube, and
video chat via Skype. To facilitate this Internet-based
content, many remotes now
include full QWERTY keyboards on their backside
instead of having to rely
on multi-tapping the number keys to spell things out.
LG’s Magic Motion remote
is equipped with a gyroscope, allowing the remote
to control a (mouse) cursor by waving the remote
in midair. Users can even
ditch the remote altogether
and instead use their smartphone
or tablet’s touchscreens to control
their smart TVs via free apps for
Android and iOS.
To further showcase their connectivity capabilities, new smart TVs
support WiFi and DLNA streaming,
allowing compatible devices such
as computers, tablets, and smartphones to connect with them and
share their content on the big screen.
NFC-equipped remotes (similar
to tap-to-pay credit cards) allow
smartphones and tablets to simply
touch to establish the connection
and begin mirroring.
Lastly, manufacturers are beginning to make audio a priority, finally placing front-facing speakers on
their televisions. While many readers will opt for a dedicated home
theatre setup, for those purchasing
secondary televisions for locations
where a home theatre is not feasible
such as kitchens, recreation rooms,
or bedrooms, the move to front-facing speakers means that audio quality will finally match picture quality.
Organic LED
Arguably the ultimate in display
technology (until we’re all watch-
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ing content through Oculus VR
goggles or with holograms), OLED
technology is slowly arriving on
store shelves instead of just teasing consumers with prototypes at
trade shows. LG has recently released a 55” curved 1080p OLED
television for $3,500 USD and
while even more expensive than its
4K siblings, offers unmatched picture quality. The $3,500 price tag
may seem steep but this is already
LG’s 3rd generation OLED set and
it was only a year ago that the first
generation debuted for a whopping
$15,000 USD.
OLED achieves its stunning picture quality by not requiring a backlight at all, instead producing light
itself directly. Self-illumination
means that each individual OLED
pixel can be completely shut off,
delivering absolute black, which
is how OLED achieves its incredible picture quality. OLEDs also
have a wider colour gamut than
LCDs, very wide uniform viewing
angles, and incredibly fast response
times (eliminating ghosting, motion
blurring). The one specification in
which they still lag behind LCDs
is brightness (measured in nits) but

like LCDs with their improving
black levels, OLEDs too continue
to improve their maximum brightness.
Up until very recently, OLED TVs
maxed out with the 1080p resolution. If you’ve been holding out for
a 4K OLED TV - you’re not alone.
It’s been a long time coming but
LG has finally introduced the LG
EC9800/EG9700 Series which offer the full glory of OLED technology along with the 4K resolution.
In Conclusion
The latest high-quality LCD TVs
offer an incredible picture quality and we expect them to improve
even further with each new generation. There is no question that
LCD technology will remain as the
dominant television technology for
the next few years. At this point in
time, the picture quality advantage
of OLED TVs comes at too high of
a cost premium for most consumers.
Manufacturers such as Samsung
have indicated that with the difficulty in manufacturing OLED panels, OLED TVs are still about three
to five years away from becoming
mainstream.
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The History and Future of Music Delivery

Malcolm J. Gomes
If you happened to live just a few
hundred years ago, the only way
you could enjoy music was to either sing or play an instrument by
yourself or with others, attend a live
performance or if you were wealthy
enough, you could have enjoyed
the privilege of musicians perform
at your home or venue of choice. In
fact, for the longest time, the only
way to pass on music from one generation to the next was to teach it
on a first hand basis. The practice of
writing down music on sheets with
notations that were created and universally agreed upon was a huge
breakthrough that allowed music
to be preserved for posterity. We
have come a long way since then.
The past century has seen not only
dramatic changes in the way music
is stored and preserved but also the
way it is delivered to consumers. It
has also seen the fortunes of recording artists rise exponentially only to
ebb quite significantly over the past
few decades.
Music can trace its genesis to the
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time when humans beat rhythmi- only record a visual representation
cally on logs and other easily avail- of sound and there was no way to
able objects and in time this was play back what was recorded.
Two decades later, in 1877
complemented with strings pulled
tightly so that they could produce Thomas Alva Edison unveiled his
tones when strum on. I am guessing phonograph that consisted of a rethat the first vocals were crude and cording substrate of tinfoil (later
rough with vocal chords stretched wax), which was capable of not just
to their limits when singing for recording but also of playback. This
large audiences, because of the to- device was regarded as state-of-thetal lack of any form of physical or art in the world of sound recordelectronic amplification, save for ing and reproduction util a decade
the cupping of hands around the later in 1888, Emil Berliner develsinger’s mouth to help the voice oped the shellac based disc and the
Gramophone dedicated player. This
travel further.
One of the earliest known sound allowed the mass-production of
recording devices was the Pho- recordings and playback machines.
noAutograph that was developed The discs were popularly known as
in 1857 by Edouard-Leon Scott 78s, which referred to revolutions
de Martinville who was a French per minute that the disc spun at durprinter residing in Paris. It consti- ing playback.
The 1920s saw the emergence
tuted of a mechanical facsimile of
the human ear that collected sound of radio, electronic audio recordthrough a horn that was attached to ing and motion pictures. The great
a membrane which vibrated a stylus American depression that followed
which in turn then etched an image put a damper on development due
on a soot coated cylinder that was to lack of funds and during this
cranked by hand. The problem with time, the cash starved populace
this device is that it managed to derived their information and enter-
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tainment through free radio transmissions. began recording on the 3M/Ampex magAs America clawed its way out of the netic tape system. This gave it a real shot
depression, progress in music delivery in the arm as it prompted consumers to
resumed and resulted in the introduction seriously consider magnetic tape as a viof the jukebox in the late 1930s which able alternative to the vinyl record system.
caught on like wildfire especially amongst Professional studios started adopting the
the teenagers who bought millions of re- reel-to-reel magnetic tape system for their
cords of big band swing from artists like multi-track audio recording requirements.
Benny Goodman and Glenn Miller. In the
The vinyl record sector fought back by
1940s, this gradually gave way to popular introducing better quality records and
vocalists including Frank Sinatra and Do- that is what sparked the ‘high-fidelity’
ris Day. Then came World War II, which era, which in turn saw the emergence of
caused shellac to be in short supply be- audiophiles at the consumer level. Audiocause of its war-related uses and so the pa- philes began looking for ways to optimize
triotic trend was to stop using this material the greater fidelity of the better vinyl reso as to help the war effort.
cords and so they started demanding betThe subsequent development of the ter reproduction equipment which in turn
single song per side ‘45s’ by RCA, started motivated manufacturers to offer better
a marketing war between it and the ‘78s’ stand alone amplifiers, loudspeakers that
that was offered by CBS, because you had their own independent enclosures and
needed different players to play each for- more sensitive stylus/cartridge combos.
mat. This was resolved when both RCA
LPs gradually took over from ‘45s’ and
and CBS reconciled to manufacturing became the dominant medium at the conmulti-speed players that would handle sumer level until Philips introduced their
both formats. This provided the impetus compact cassette system in 1963. This
for the mass production of records in both system was created in response to calls
formats. In the 1940s, Columbia Records from industry executives for a magnetic
introduced the 33.1/3 RPM long play tape system that would eliminate the
(LP) record which was considered a huge dreary task of manually threading the tape
breakthrough as it offered around 20 min- through the playback machine. At first,
utes of play time on each side.
the compact cassette system was regarded
At the same time as the debut of the LP, as a low fidelity medium, which posed no
we also saw the introduction of the mag- threat to the vinyl record system. Howevnetic tape recording system. The genesis er better magnetic tape formulations like
of this system was experimentation done chrome and metal were introduced which
in Germany in the 1920s, which laid the caught the attention of many audiophiles
groundwork for the 1930s unveiling of who either switched to tape or added it to
the magnetophone, which recorded and their existing vinyl playback system.
played back on magnetic tape. Initially
Just a few years after the debut of the
these were very low fidelity and used compact cassette, the eight-track system
mainly to record voices and so were re- was introduced. As compact cassettes congarded as primarily dictation devices. tinued to improve, it was regarded as the
This changed after BASF of Germany better alternative and so it compelled the
developed magnetic tape technology that eight-track system to begin its ignominiwas capable of recording and reproduc- ous journey to the scrap heap of obsolesce.
ing sound that approached the frequency This resulted in a sales boom for blank
range of records. The first American com- and pre-recorded compact audio cassettes
pany to get into production of high quality and when Ray Dolby introduced his noise
magnetic tape was Minnesota Mining and reduction system in 1969 which signifiManufacturing (3M) and this was comple- cantly reduced the irritating hiss of magmented by the designing and manufactur- netic tape, it got another shot in the arm
ing of professional tape recorders by Am- which helped it propel past the dominant
pex.
vinyl record system.
Records continued to dominate the sound
The compact cassette system got another
recording sphere until in 1948, Bing Cros- huge boost in popularity when in 1979,
by declared that he was dissatisfied with Akio Morita, the co-founder of Sony creconventional recording technics and so he ated a veritable tsunami with the intro-
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duction of the Walkman. This allowed
consumers to enjoy their music on the
go, which opened a whole new market for
the medium and helped it put even more
daylight between it and the vinyl record
system. The cassette enjoyed unfettered
dominance in the consumer audio sphere
until Sony and Philips shook up the industry once again with the introduction of the
compact disc, which made its debut with
great fanfare and with the promise of ‘perfect sound forever’.
Although the first compact disc players
delivered sound that was harsh and strident, the only ones who were very vocal
about it seemed to be the die hard vinyl
record holdouts who had loyally stuck by
vinyl through thick and think while maintain that it is the only consumer level audio system that delivered true high fidelity.
They insisted that the CD system was too
sterile and analytical to be classified as hifi. Although this was a cogent argument, it
was totally crushed by the CD juggernaut,
which grew in popularity by leaps and
bounds to totally dominate the market.
In 1987, Sony took a stab at developing a
magnetic tape digital equivalent of the CD
when it used the helical-scan recording
technology used in video recorders, to develop the Digital Audio Tape (DAT) system. Although DAT had a lot going for it,
the sheer momentum enjoyed by the CD
system was too much to overcome and
DAT was eventually relegated to being a
big fish in a small pond when it became
the preferred medium of professional recording studio market where at its peak, it
enjoyed an envious 80% of this sector.
Four more music delivery systems were
introduced in subsequent years. Sony introduced the Mini Disc (MD), Philips
and Sony developed the Super Audio
CD (SACD), Philips unveiled the Digital
Compact Cassette (DCC) and the DVD
Forum introduced the DVD-Audio format. Although all these formats offered
superior characteristics in terms of performance and convenience vis-à-vis the CD,
they had to confront a consumer sector
that, over the previous decades, became
weary of getting burnt with new formats
that promised a lot in the beginning, but
eventually became obsolete leaving them
with defunct hardware and software that
were only good as expensive door stops
or paperweights. These included the DAT,
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the Betamax system and the eight-track. ing ground to the companies that offer
The lack of appetite to try out something high resolution downloads. Not only is
new proved to be the death knell of these it easier to obtain your music by downformats. The DVD-A and SACD formats loading it from these sites, you also have
were further burdened by the paranoid a choice of getting your favourite music
developers who overreached in their at- in higher resolution than the 16/44.1 Redtempts to prevent privacy and only ended book resolution that CDs are restricted to.
up making consumers jump through way
Although MP3 has been dominant over
too many hoops to enjoy these formats.
the past decade, it is now facing some
The CD stayed dominant for most of the stiff headwinds which it is finding diffi1980s and the early 1990s at which time cult to cope with. The sales of MP3 muMP3 music files began gaining promi- sic file downloads have been collapsing
nence and popularity. MP3 files may not faster than a badly prepared soufflé. The
have the fidelity of the CD system but principal protagonist for MP3 troubles are
they had some huge advantages in other online radio/music services like Rdio and
respects. MP3 files are a lot more portable, Spotify, which are emerging as the next
easy to transfer and with the nosedive in kings of music delivery. Their growth
the price of memory, they allowed you to has been so prodigious, it is estimated
not just store huge collections of music that their current audience is around 200
on a tiny device but you could take this million people with an astounding growth
device and therefore your whole music rate of around 10 to 20 million every year.
collection with you anywhere you go.
What is causing this seismic shift in the
The introduction and subsequent gigan- way music is delivered is the fact that ad
tic popularity of the Apple iPod and the revenues are shifting quite dramatically
iTunes downloading service only served from broadcast radio to streaming services
to underline the advantages that MP3s en- which are slowing starving the former and
joys over CDs.
helping the latter become bigger and more
The growth of MP3s at the cost of muscular. In 2007, the proportion of total
CDs was so exponential, by 2005, there music industry revenues from streaming
were over forty million MP3 players be- was just 3%. In 2013, that had grown to
ing used and by 2009, by some estimates, 21%. Around 45% of radio listeners tomore than a billion dollars had been spent day claim that their on-line listening is
on purchasing and downloading music at the expense of their AM/FM listening.
tracks to MP3 players. This is not count- An astounding 75% of people in the 12 to
ing downloads to cell phones which ac- 25 age group listen to on-line radio on a
counted for another half a billion dollars. monthly basis and close to two-thirds of
The downfall of CD as a medium was so them listen on a weekly basis. Over the
fast and furious, it is ironic that today, the next four to five years, the streaming
only sector where CD players are still sell- services are expected to grow by around
ing with any conviction is in the high-end 40% while broadcast radio is expected to
audiophile sphere where the models that decline by almost 45%. As a legacy mesell for well over a thousand dollars are dium, broadcast radio currently enjoys a
the ones that are more in demand.
very lucrative 16 billion dollars in annual
And speaking of the audiophile sphere, advertising revenue but that is expected
even here, CDs are slowly but surely los- to diminish quite exponentially over the
coming years.
The recording industry is keenly watching the unfolding of a new era of music
delivery as it is likely to afford them lucrative new opportunities for growth. The
lifeblood of broadcast radio are the hit
songs that they play on air, yet the artists
and labels behind these hit songs get just a
fraction of the 16 billion dollars of broadcast radio revenue. In the old model artists
and labels gave broadcast radio a virtually
free ride because air play of their music
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helped them sell more vinyl records, CDs,
pre-recorded cassettes and MP3 music file
downloads. But that is fast going the way
of the dodo because an ever-increasing
number of consumers are no longer relying on physical media and downloads for
their music supply.
This change of guard means that recording companies and artists now have the
opportunity to formulate and establish a
business model where they get a much
bigger share of the advertising revenue
that is obtained as a by-product of delivering music to the masses. They can do this
by embracing streaming services while at
the same time developing and growing
their own audience via their own branded
offerings. This will put them in a position
to exert far more control over large audiences and big amounts of data, which are
two of the critical assets, that advertisers
lust after.
Streaming service subscribers might
be surprised to learn that less than 18%
of revenues of companies like Pandora,
come from subscription fees. The lion’s
share of their revenues comes from advertising. What this means is that going
forward, the revenue for recorded music
is going to be derived from the act of selling music audiences to advertisers rather
than selling music to consumers. This is
a sea change to the past business model.
Those that adapt to this new highly disruptive paradigm will not just survive
but they will actually thrive. On the other
hand, those that are not cognisant of the
paradigm shift taking place and who cling
to the old model like criminally convicted
CEOs trying to clinging on to their dignity after being thrown in the slammer, are
destined to go the way of the dinosaurs.
For consumers, it is going to be hard to
resist embracing the instant gratification
of enjoying the lip smacking delicacy of
instantly accessing over 20 million songs
on demand with the icing on the cake provided by the ability to customize and personalize what you get based on personal
music preferences. Contrast this to having
to reconcile what the radio DJs choose to
play for you and no option to choose the
songs or genre of songs that tickle your
fancy and it is easy to conclude that this is
a veritable no brainer.
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2014 Holiday Gift Guide
Happy Holidays From Suave Kajko & George de Sa!

Gifts Under $100

Google Chromecast, $39
Chromecast is a compact thumb-sized media streaming
device that connects via an HDMI port to a TV, essentially making it a “smart TV”. Using an Android phone,
tablet, iDevice, Mac, Windows PC / laptop or Chromebook, the Chromecast lets you stream media and apps
right onto the big screen. Buy and setup by January 31,
2015 and get a free month of Google Play Music All Access. www.google.ca

NetÀix Subscription, $7.99+
Lack of good content and ever increasing charges for cable and satellite TV
have many viewers turning to streaming services like NetÀix. Some viewers
use NetÀix in addition to their cable /
satellite TV. With a cost of just $7.99
per month and a decent amount of content, the special someone on your list
st is
sure to ¿nd something good to watch
atch
ch
on NetÀix. www.netÀix.ca

HiFiMAN Express HM-101 USB DAC, $39 US
Too many people go about listening to music through their headphones or desktop speakers connected directly to their computer
soundcard because they don’t know any better. The HiFiMAN
Express HM-101 lets you signi¿cantly improve the listening
experience for a meagre cash outlay. Get more ¿delity, a larger
soundstage and better dynamics. Treat yourself, a friend or a
loved one to better sound these holidays! www.hi¿man.com

JRiver

Media

Products, $29+
The WeMo range of products allows you
to control a variety of devices around your
home with your smartphone or table - for
a tiny fraction of what home automation
products used to cost. The quickly growing line-up of WeMo devices now includes
light switches, outlets, LED bulbs, cameras, sensors, a coffee makers, a slow cooker
and a dehumidi¿er. www.belkin.com

Centre

Software, $49 US
JRiver Media Center is an audio/ video media ripping, playback and library software that
has been developed to avoid any
degradation in the capture and
playback of media ¿les. JRiver
MC is designed to be compatible
with almost any ¿le format. If
you, a friend or a loved one is
considering building a computer-based audio/video storage and
playback system – this is a great
place to start. www.jriver.com
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Belkin WeMo Home Automation

Powerocks Magicube 6000 Portable Power
r Bank, $49
Remember the days when your cell phone would stay charged for
days? Everyone loves today’s large smartphone screens bbut they
h consume battery power quicker than Santa can name his reindeer. The
Magicube’s 6,000mAh capacity can recharge a typical smartphone 3-4
times before it needs to be plugged in itself - so you can even help
some friends out in a time of need. Since it’s equipped with a USB
charging port, it’ll actually recharge any USB powered device. www.
powerocks.com
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Introducing

PRESTIGE
SERIES

™

Respect for the original source.
For over 30 years, Paradigm has set the standard for
innovation and technology in loudspeaker manufacturing.
The new Prestige Series builds on this history by combining
new technologies with smart engineering, for astonishing
performance at an incredible value. Plus, Prestige is
designed and crafted right here in our Canadian facility.

Prestige 75F shown

Visit paradigm.com to ȴnd your local $uthori]ed Paradigm 'ealer.

Gifts Under $300
Martian Noti¿er Smartwatch, $149
In our tech-driven world, nearly everyone is tethered to their smartphone. The Noti¿er features
an OLED screen which will display alerts and noti¿cations from your phone, while it sits in your
pocket or bag - these include anything from caller ID to texts to social media messages. The Noti¿er made our list because of its attractive, traditional looks, rather than many of the gimmicky
looking smartwatches out there. www.martianwatches.com

House of Marley “Get Together” Portable

Bluetooth Audio System (EM-JA006-MI),

$249
What’s better than listening to the music on your smartphone through headphones? Sharing it with your
friends of course! This Get Together speaker will let
you wirelessly stream all the tunes from your phone/
tablet/computer for the world around you to enjoy. Its
built-in rechargeable battery means you can take it with
you wherever you go, and a 3.5mm input lets you plug
in older audio devices. www.thehouseofmarley.ca

Xbox One 500GB Assassin’s Creed Unity

Bundle, $399
Okay - so this one is way over the $300 limit, but sometimes limits are meant to be broken. If you’ve got a gamer
on your list, the Xbox One is guaranteed to put a huge
smile on their face. This bundle comes with two Assassin’s
Creed games - Black Flag and Unity. And let’s not forget
about this console’s entertainment abilities which include
streaming movies, TV shows, music, sports and endless
apps. This is one gift that offers lots of fun-factor! www.
xbox.ca
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Sonos PLAY: 1, $219
The Sonos PLAY: 1 is a compact wireless speaker that can stream
music from your smartphone/tablet or a home network, stream from
popular online music services, like DEEZER, and access internet
radio. One is enough to start but you can build on the system adding from a variety of other Sonos models. What’s great is that it is
simple to setup, control and and play your music from just about
anywhere with your smartphone, tablet or PC/Mac. www.sonos.com
Thonet & Vander Hoch Bt

Powered Speakers, $249
The Hoch Bt is a powered stereo speaker
system (2 x 35 watts RMS) that is easy
to operate and connects to any Bluetooth
music source – like a smart phone or portable music player. With twin 5.25” aramid-¿ber woofers and a 1” natural silk
dome tweeter, the Hoch Bt delivers clear
and punchy sound. The Hoch Bt is a cool
sound system for an of¿ce, bedroom or
family room. www.thonet-vander.com
Muse Brain Sensing Headband, $299
The Muse is a brain ¿tness tool that helps to improve your focus, concentration, response to stress and overall state of mind,
in just 3 minutes a day. Simply connect it to your smartphone,
put on your ear buds and follow the guided training exercises.
Your daily results are tracked by the included Calm app. www.
choosemuse.com
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WE’VE DESIGNED THE PERFECT RECEIVER.
NOW WE’LL PERFECT YOUR ROOM.

MRX 710 / MRX 510 / MRX 310 A/V RECEIVERS
WITH

ROOM CORRECTION

The most direct, economical route to outstanding music and home theater. Multiple channels of clean
power, superb ampliﬁcation with Advanced Load Monitoring for unrestrained dynamics.
Even with the ﬁnest equipment and speakers perfectly positioned, the room can have a negative impact
on sound quality. Dimensions, dead spots, archways, even furniture can turn it into an additional
instrument adding unwanted coloration and resonances to sound. In minutes, ARC 1M adjusts for
these effects so that the award-winning sound of the MRX isn’t lost in a less than perfect room. Now
your Anthem gear can do what it does best: allow you to lose yourself in the music or movie.

Shown: MRX 710

anthemAV.com

Gifts Under $600
Sonos CONNECT or CONNECT: AMP,

Yamaha MCR-B142 Desktop Radio, $449
This holiday season, put quality sound & fashionable style, into the
hands of a loved one. Thanks to 4.5” full-range drivers in large-volume speaker cabinets, along with a compressed music enhancer, this
desktop radio produces rich sound from a its built-in CD player/radio
tuner and can stream music via Bluetooth from your smartphone, tablet or computer. It also offers USB and auxiliary inputs. Available in
10 fun colours! www.yamaha.ca

$399 or $599
Sonos components will revolutionize the way your
special someone listens to music, are easy to setup
and come with a great controller app for Apple and
Android devices. The CONNECT turns your existing
stereo into a music streaming system, while the CONNECT: AMP offers built-in amps so all you need to
connect to it is a pair of speakers. Both will stream
music from just about any portable device and online
music service. www.sonos.com

Aëdle VK-1 Valkyrie Headphones,
es $549
The VK-1 are a work of audio art and my personal beloved reference headphones... which
makes them easy to recommend to anyone that listens to music on the go. These madein-France ultra-luxurious headphones combine high performance sound and a minimalist,
re¿ned design. The VK-1s are very comfortable to wear and easy to listen to hours at a time,
without tiring your ears. - Suave Kajko - www.aedle.net
Grado RS2e Reference Series Open-Back Headphones, $575
The Grado RS2e is the latest incarnation of this Reference Series headphone. Like all Grado
headphones, you can expect classic retro-styling, spacious sound and an intoxicating midrange.
The lovely wood enclosures and leather headband bring aesthetic beauty to the wonderful sound
these headphones are capable of producing. A gift that will surely be remembered for a long
time. www.gradolabs.com
Alpha Design Labs (ADL) GT40Ŵ

DAC, $598
The new GT40Į is an affordable, high
performance 24bit/192kHz USB digitalto-analog (DAC) and analog-to-digital
converter, equipped with an MM/MC
phonostage. It allows you to hear your
digital music at its best, while also giving you the means to convert your analog
sources (vinyl or tapes) to digital. Delivering smooth, detailed and clear sound, and being a veritable Swiss Army knife component, the
ADL GT40Į will likely be a gift that will get a lot of use. www.adl-av.com
Dynavector 10x5 High Output MC Phono Cartridge, $495
A turntable is limited by its cartridge and the Dynavector 10x5 is one cartridge that has had a multitude of endorsements in terms of
its sheer bang for “sound buck”. As an upgrade to any turntable, this cartridge is sure to provide great satisfaction to all but the most
demanding. With its high output, it also won’t require too much, in terms of a phonostage, to make it sing. www.dynavector.com
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It’s not how much power you need, it’s how much

POWER YOU WANT
Bryston SST2*-)&Ɯ"/0"*-,4"/6,2/),2!0-"("/01,0,2+!"5 "-1&,+)4&1%+,-,),$&"0
+""!"!ǽ /,*Ɯ/011,)01411Ǿ6,2 +"5-" 102-"/!6+*& 0Ǿ"5-+0&3"0,2+!01$&+$Ǿ /601)
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& (1%"-,4"/6,24+1ǽ
www.bryston.com

Gifts Under $1,200
Monitor Audio SB 2 or SB 3 Soundbars –$799 or

$999
Don’t have enough space for a dedicated sound system in your TV
room? Please your whole family this holiday season by greatly upgrading the TV experience with Monitor Audio’s SB 2 or SB 3 soundbar. These soundbars are designed to produce room ¿lling, dynamic
sound - something that TV speakers simply aren’t capable of. They are
designed for TVs 50” and above, and offer a wide range of mounting
options. www.monitoraudio.ca
Paradigm Prestige 15B Bookshelf Speakers, $849+/each
Get that lucky someone on your list to rediscover their music collection in
its full glory! The Prestige series from Paradigm are designed, engineered,
and fully crafted in Canada. They combine new technologies and smart engineering to deliver the highest level of performance at an incredible value.
The luxurious, premium-grade ¿nishes make them a great treat for the eyes
too. www.paradigm.com
Oppo HA-1 Headphone Ampli¿er, $1,199 US
The HA-1 is designed to get
the most out of premium headphones. It has a full range of
digital connections including: coaxial, optical, balanced
AES/EBU, and asynchronous
USB and will handle hi-res
playback up to 384kHz/32bit or DSD 256x. The HA-1
is also a pre-ampli¿er, digital
audio dock for mobile devices,
and a Bluetooth audio transport. The retro-80’s style spectrum display provides the cool factor to make
it a novel gift. www.oppodigital.com

Neat IOTA Mini-Monitor

Loudspeakers, $1,199
The IOTA is a small speaker with
amazingly full sound that is designed
for placement close to walls, on a
shelf or within a cabinet. The IOTA
is a two-way bass reÀex design with a
3.5” woofer and a rare 2” planar-magnetic tweeter. It comes in a variety
of attractive colours: White, Black;
Flame Red, Zinc Yellow and Blue.
We just completed a review, which is
included in this edition – read it and
you’ll be convinced of its value. www.
neat.co.uk
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Yamaha AVENTAGE RX840 Audio/Video Receiver, $999
The RX840 is a wonderful component to anchor your home entertainment system, while
bringing the family together to watch a movie. It is a very well equipped 7.1-channel AV
receiver - offering 100 watts x 7 of power, 4K compatibility, an integrated 192 kHz/24-bit
DAC, network connectivity with WiFi, AirPlay and HTC Connect, as well as internet radio. Yamaha apps let you control it with your favourite Apple and Android devices. www.
yamaha.ca
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Naim adds Bluetooth® (aptX®) and Spotify
Connect® to its award-winning Uniti range.
Naim Uniti: available from $2,795

Let the voice of Naim take you
inside the music

Go Deeper

Distributed in Canada by Plurison
www.plurison.com - 866.271.5689

Gifts Under $2,500
Samsung

UN55HU7250

4K

Ultra

HDTV,
DTV,

$2,399
Bring joy to the whole family for 2015 with this 4K
K TV
from Samsung! With 4 times the number of pixels of 1080p
0800p
and a curved screen, this TV creates a super sharp picture
ctu
ture
re
and truly cinematic experience. In addition to an amazing
azi
ziingg
picture quality, at a reasonable price, this Samsung offers
esa
er
fantastic number of smart TV features, motion & voice co
conntrol, multiple screen viewing options and screen mirroring
ori
ring
ng
technology. www.samsung.ca
Focal Dimension Soundbar / Subwoofer, $1,699
699
The Dimension is the “crème de la crème” of soundbarss and
the perfect solution for rooms where multiple speakerss are
o sitt
not desired. This discrete soundbar / subwoofer combo
allal
l-between your TV stand and your TV, but can also be w
wallmounted. Unlike the soundbars that rely on wall reÀections,
ionns
io
ns,
this one uses clever digital processing to produce a truly co
conononvincing 5.1 channel performance that your entire family will
will
appreciate when watching movies or playing games. www
www.
w
focal.com

Bryston BDA-2 Digital to Analog Converter (DAC), $2,395
We llive
ivee in
iv
n a digital audio world where DACs are fundamentally important to producing
high ¿ddelity
high
elit audio. The BDA-2 is one of the top DACs that money can buy today and
el
elit
unlock
will
wi
l unl
nloock the true potential of your digital audio playback system. This DAC will make
nl
your music
yo
music sound so good, it will leave you wondering how you ever got by without it in
system.
your sy
yo
ystem A perfect gift for ALL music lovers! www.bryston.com

Anthem MRX 510 AV Receiver, $1,759
Turn your TV room into a true home theatre by adding an amazing sound system and
put a smile on everyone’s face in your family. The MRX 510 is simply the very best
sounding AV receiver we’ve heard under $2,000 and makes the perfect foundation
for a home theatre. Its Anthem Room Correction (ARC 1M) ensures the best sound
even in less-than-perfect rooms, while its superb amp delivers true high-¿delity audio.
www.anthemav.com

www.canadahiĮ.com
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Gifts Around $2,500
Sony Hi-Res Music Player with 1TB HDD (HAP-Z1ES), $1,999
The HAP-Z1ES is a great hi-resolution
music player, DAC and media storage allin-one device. It can store/decode/playback all main formats, including: DSD
(DSF, DSDIFF), PCM up to 32-bit/192kHz
WAV, AIFF, FLAC, ALAC, etc. With its
1TB hard disk, it can host a large music library. Thanks to its 4-inch colour display,
Ethernet/network connection, Wi-Fi and
HDD Audio Remote App (Android/iOS)
operation is easy and at your ¿ngertips.
www.sony.ca
y
Naim Audio Mu-so Wireless Music System, $1,699
Naim’s ¿rst wireless music system called the Mu-so is a 6 speaker,
450 watt (6 x 75 watts) music system with AirPlay, UPnP streaming, Spotify Connect, Bluetooth (aptX), iRadio and multiroom capability within a single impeccably built, stylish component. To
ensure optimum sound, it features a 32-bit digital signal processor. A lighted touch panel control and invisible Wi-Fi antenna
complement the Mu-so’s appeal. A Naim app lets you control all
Mu-so functions, while displaying info about your music. www.
naimaudio.com

Arcam FMJ A39 Integrated Ampli¿er, $2,999
We have long loved the sound of Arcam ampli¿ers over at CANADA HiFi and believe us - if you gave the A39 to your loved one as a gift,
they would be ecstatic. The A39 offers an exceptionally musical performance thanks to its superb design that features a class G ampli¿er,
a toroidal based power supply, an acoustically damped chassis, paralleled transistor output stages and exceptionally low levels of distortion and noise. www.arcam.co.uk
Sony

55-inch

4K

UHD

Television

(KDL55X830B), $2,599
The Sony KDL55X830B is a 55-inch LED 4K UHDTV
with Dynamic Edge backlighting and a 120Hz refresh
rate. With Wi-Fi and support for NetÀix, YouTube, Skype
and Sony Entertainment Network content will never be an
issue. 4K UHD is the latest generation of video content
and this Sony television gets you there at a very affordable price. There is nothing quite like enjoying movies
with family and friends over the holidays. www.sony.ca
Wishing You Happy and Safe Holidays!
Suave Kajko and George de Sa,
on behalf of everyone at CANADA HiFi
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productreview
Neat Acoustics IOTA Loudspeakers

Douglas Brown
Even though my wife is gainfully employed as an analytical chemist, at times I
think she’d be happier working as an interior decorator. She seems semi-addicted to
the Home and Garden channel and holds
strong verbal opinions about what does,
and doesn’t, qualify as being worthy of
inclusion within our home’s decor.
The first time she saw my Quad ESL-63s,
she asked: “Are those loudspeakers…?”
“Yes… they’re electrostatic planar
speakers.” I responded.
“Good Lord…” she continued, “…they
look hideous.”
I smiled a demented smile and retorted:
“They may look hideous, but paired with
the proper tube amps, Quad ESL-63s deliver the best mid-range in the entire audio
game.”
She sighed and walked away in silence.
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That conversation took place over a de- plained: “They’re compact, the finish on
cade ago. I still have the very same pair of them is stunning, and… well… they’re
ESL-63s. And, IMHO, they still produce cute.”
“You think these speakers would appeal
the best mid-range I’ve ever heard.
When new speakers arrive for reviews, to women?” I asked optimistically.
I usually unpack them in the front hall
She slowly nodded her head approvingly
so that my ohhhh so understanding wife and replied: “Ohhh yes… you can put
can eyeball them too. These days, if she these anywhere you want.”
She paused briefly and then added: “If
doesn’t like the way speakers look, she
they come in royal blue. I might even take
calmly utters one word: “Basement.”
This means, in no uncertain terms, that a pair for my office.”
“But…” I interjected, “don’t you wanna
most new pairs of speakers are to be forever banished to my ‘Audiophile Man hear what they sound like?”
“Doesn’t really matter…” she fired back.
Cave’ in our basement.
When I unveiled the pair of Neat Acous- “They’re small enough to fit in anywhere
tics IOTA loudspeakers, my wife com- and, if they sound half as good as they
mented: “Now those… those are gor- look, you’ve got me sold.”
geous.”
For the most part, audiophiles don’t give
I passed her one of the tiny speakers and a tinker’s darn about how a loudspeaker
asked: “Yea… wha’d’ya like about them?” looks. If they deliver stellar sound, a pair
She carefully clutched the tiny micro- of speakers can be: A), larger than an elecmonitor, eyed the IOTA fondly, and ex- tric car; B), three times as hard as any elec-
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tric car to physically move;
and C), outweigh Oprah after
she’s finished wading into an
all-you-can-eat buffet.
When it comes to stereo
systems, most women have
different priorities than men.
Hence the Wife Acceptance
Factor, commonly referred
to as the dreaded W.A.F., can
cause serious constraints in a
married audiophile’s purchasing decisions.

design | features
The Neat IOTA, priced at
$1,199, is an irrationally
beautiful micro-monitor. The
finish is modern, the execution exact, and the colours are
eye-catching. This is a loudspeaker that will fit comfortably into any contemporary
home.
Tilted sideways to improve
the IOTA’s sound, each speaker measures
5” high, by 8” wide, by 4” deep. They
don’t have grills, are not magnetically
shielded, and come in five different striking colours: satin white, satin black, flame
red, zinc yellow, and ultramarine blue.
The main driver is a 4” inch (10cm) cone
with a low-distortion ferrite magnet. The
tweeter is a 2” inch (5cm) vertical-planar
magnetic-ribbon transducer. The crossover is a simple 3-element network that
utilizes polypropylene capacitors and aircore inductors. Germane to their diminutive size, Neat’s engineers recommend
that the bass-reflex IOTAs be positioned
near a back wall.

performance
With the IOTAs placed 3” to 5” inches
from the rear wall, the speakers created
a believable mid-bass and low-bass. Adjusting the amount of lateral separation
between the speakers also added, or lessened, the size of the soundstage and the
focus of the image.
The IOTAs are rated at 84 dB / 1 Watt
and have a nominal impedance of 6 Ohms.
I tried driving them with these amps: 1),
an 85w/ch solid state Celeste 4070SE; 2),
a 40w/ch EL-34 based Assemblage ST-40
tube amp; 3), a 150w/ch solid state Modwright KWA-150; and 4), a 55w/ch Sonic
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Frontiers KT-88 based tube amp.
high-pitched vocals with ease. The speakI used all four amps over the course of ers allowed me to clearly hear the intricate
two weeks and clearly heard the strengths mixture of exotic acoustic and electric
and weaknesses of the sound quality that instruments on this album. With tracks
each amp offered. I found the IOTAs like ‘Help me’, ‘Free Man in Paris’, and
worked particularly well with the lower- ‘People’s Parties’ I found myself sinking
powered Assemblage ST-40.
into the music and not taking any notes.
With micro-monitors, when a user turns I turned the ceiling lights down, shut my
the volume up, the stereo soundstage-- if eyes, and felt the evocative presence of
any sense of one is even evident to be- Joni’s textured voice cleanly, and accugin with—usually collapses into chaotic rately, resonate through my listening room.
noise. When driven hard, I’ve heard FAR
After reminding myself why I loved Joni
too many micro-monitors deliver horrific Mitchell’s music so much, I dropped a
screeching noises and sonic cacophony vinyl copy of the Scorpions’ 1982 Blacklike a high speed Nascar multi-vehicle out album (Polygram 818-885-2) onto my
pile-up. The noise which many poorly, turntable. During the summer of 1985, I
(read: cheaply), made micro-speakers was listening to the Blackout album on
have generated during past auditions has damn-near a daily basis.
physically hurt my ears. This was not the
The Scorpions are the most successful
case with Neat’s IOTAs.
rock band to ever come out of Germany.
With well-recorded CDs, I listened to What made their songs so memorable was
the IOTAs at fairly high volume levels their ability to play at a fairly fast pace
and still achieved timbral accuracy, decent while maintaining melody lines that stick
PRaT, and a highly involving and musical with a listener. The sonics on Blackout are
sound. Small speakers can’t camouflage excellent too. Producer Dieter Dirks did a
their weaknesses or ear-splitting high master’s job of capturing the band’s frefrequency colourations the way larger netic on-stage energy down on tape in a
bass-reflex monitors can. The IOTAs studio environment.
consistently offered a warm, musical, and
Listening to the IOTAs, I found myself
well-balanced sound.
once again sinking into the music and not
When I played an HDCD version of taking notes. Every bit of the air-tight
Joni Mitchell’s 1974 disc Court and Spark, rhythm guitar, blistering lead guitar so(Asylum 1001), the IOTAs handled Joni’s los, thundering bass and percussion lines,
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and Klaus Meine’s soaring vocals could be heard through the
IOTAs. And happily singing along to songs like ‘Blackout’,
‘Dynamite’, ‘Can’t live without you’, ‘You give me all I need’,
and ‘I’m still lovin’ you’ vividly reminded me of where my
life had been during the summer of 1985. The IOTAs struck
an emotional chord with me and just sounded right.
Even when driven hard at high volume levels with complex
orchestral music, the sound quality of the IOTAs remained
reasonably level. The speakers didn’t flinch. With orchestral
music like Rachmaninov’s Symphony #2 (BBC #MM127),
the IOTAs provided believable scale and focus. The fast
transients, rhythmic bloom, and musical cohesiveness which
these speakers delivered were a joy to listen to.
Even when powered by exceedingly good amplifiers, above
a certain volume level, the sound quality of most micro-monitors I’ve heard has very quickly collapsed into low-fi car accident level noise. Neat’s IOTA loudspeakers are, however, not
like most micro-monitors. They are neither a low-fi nor a midfi product. These are a genuine audiophile speaker.
Don’t casually dismiss the IOTAs because of their small size.
As long as you’re not trying to fill a gymnasium-sized room
with rib-cracking low frequency decibel levels, these micromonitors will deliver a highly musical and engaging sound.
In my 2-channel systems, they sounded best when driven by
lower-powered tube gear.
Neat designed the IOTA for music lovers who are dealing
with tight space constraints, but still want an audiophile loudspeaker. These are tiny speakers that have stunning looks and,
judging by my wife’s reaction, are also WAF-friendly. Combined with good source components and driven by decent amplification, they’ll provide excellent 2-ch sound.
With everything that I threw at the IOTAs, they consistently
managed to produce superb music. Blues, classic rock, death
metal, classical, orchestral, punk, progressive rock, and anything and everything else under the musical sun all sounded
musical.
The IOTAs aren’t the last word in bass extension, transparency, or soundstaging, but they are a highly musical loudspeaker. Germane to the design parameters and price point
which these micro-monitors were engineered within, Neat
have achieved their goal of creating a high-end audiophile
speaker, in a space-efficient MDF cabinet.

quickinfo
Neat Acoustics
www.neat.co.uk
Distributed in Canada by Kimbercan
www.kimbercan.com
647-688-4619
Neat Acoustics IOTA Loudspeakers
Price: $1,199 CAD
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productreview
Thorens MM-008 Analog to Digital Converter (ADC)
Malcolm J. Gomes
For many of us who have gotten used
to the relatively superior convenience
of storing, accessing and playing digital
music files, it is quite a chore to play our
music collection on vinyl records. It is
a pain to gingerly take vinyl records out
of their sleeves, place them on the turntable, clean them and then carefully place
the stylus on the disc. It is also a pain to
repeat the whole process every 20 to 25
minutes when the stylus reaches the end
of each side of a vinyl record. I also find
it annoying trying to place the stylus on
exactly the right spot when I want to hear
a particular track on a vinyl record and it
is not the first track on the disc.
In contrast, with digital music tracks, all
you need is just one or two clicks of the
mouse to instantly play any track in your
collection and, unlike vinyl, you can make
your favourite playlists for every one of
your moods and jump from any track to
any other track, again, with just a click or
two without even leaving your sweet spot.
To transcend the drawbacks of listening
to vinyl we have the option of converting all our vinyl based music into digital
files and storing them on our computers
or external hard drives so that we can enjoy them with the convenience that digital
playback offers. However, hitherto, we
had to opt for either the very affordable
USB turntables that made the process very
simple but resulted in digital files that
are a poor facsimile of vinyl playback in
terms of sound quality or alternatively, we
had to spend big bucks to acquire a high
quality analog to digital converter to turn
our vinyl based music into digital files
that had sound quality that is acceptably
close to vinyl playback.

design | features
It was therefore with great delight that,
at TAVES 2013, I happened upon an Analog to Digital converter that had most
of what I was looking for. It is compact,
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well built and at
$450, reasonably
priced. It did
not hurt that it is
made by Thorens,
a highly reputed
vinyl component
manufacturer
from
Switzerland. The bonus
is that this little
unit doubles up
as a moving
magnet/moving
coil phono preamplifier as well.
I
immediately
asked Robb Niemann, the CEO
of
Rutherford
Audio, distributor for Thorens,
socket that outputs to a computer and a
when he could send me one for a review. binding post for a tone-arm earth wire.
He explained that this component was not
The box also contains three (stereo)
officially launched yet, but I could expect pairs of RCA terminated loading resisto receive a unit when it did make its de- tors. These have values of 10 Ohms, 100
but. The wait was long, but as they say, Ohms and 1,000 Ohms and will allow you
good things come to those that wait and in to fine tune the load on the MM-008 to
mid 2014, I finally received a review unit more closely match the specifications of
of the Thorens MM-008 ADC. According your phono cartridge, if you use the movto Robb, the Thorens ADC was extremely ing coil variety. To determine which load
well received and he is selling them as fast is the most appropriate, you need to check
as he can get his hands on them.
the manufacturer’s specification of the
The unit arrived in a compact and very MC cartridge that you use. When using
well packed carton that should shield the a moving magnet cartridge, the MM-008
MM-008 from the vagaries of most of the offers a fixed resistance load of 47 kOhms.
rough handling that it could be subjected
The MM-008 comes with an outboard
to during shipping. The unit itself has a power supply which allows you to keep
very elegant, minimalist design that con- the power supply unit well away from the
sists of a silver or black brushed alumin- ADC itself where it cannot adversely polium façade with no controls and just one lute the circuits with the noise that it emits.
blue light at the center. The unit I received When you connect this power supply to
was the silver version.
a power conditioner, you should ideally
The rear of the unit is also very well laid plug it into a socket that is isolated from
out and consists of an MM/MC selector the other sockets so it does not adversely
switch and RCA sockets for MC loading, affect the components that are plugged
stereo MC and MM inputs from the turn- into the same power conditioner. The
table, a power switch, a power socket, a MM-008 consumes just 3.5 W/ 15 mA and
pair of RCA stereo analog outputs, a USB is designed to be left on all the time.
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The MM-008 has a gain of 40 dB for
MM and 60dB for MC cartridges. The
output resistivity is around 250 Ohms.
Signal to noise ratio is greater than 84 dB
for MM and 71 dB for MC cartridges. The
total harmonic distortion is rated at 0.02%,
the frequency response at -3dB is 10Hz to
50kHz, while the total harmonic distortion
is better than 0.013% for MM and better
than 0.055% for MC cartridges. Crosstalk
is around 40dB while the physical dimensions of the unit are 115mm (wide) by
55mm (high) by 130 mm (deep).
The analog to digital converter chip used
inside the MM-008 is a Tenor TE7022L,
which is a 24-bit Delta Sigma chip. This
ADC converter gives you a choice of sampling rates of 16 or 24 bits at 8, 16, 32,
44.1, 48 and 96 kHz. The USB output is
version 2.0 but is fully compatible with
USB 1.1. The unit is designed to work
with Windows 8, Windows 7, Vista, XP,
Mac OS.

performance
The MM-008 is essentially a plug and
play unit and connecting it to my turntable
and pre amplifier was simple and straightforward. I tried out several interconnects
and finally settled on the Skogrand SCI
Beethoven which proved to be the best
match for this unit. The unit was connected to my iMac and operated with the
latest version of Audacity, which can be
downloaded from the web for free.
I subjected the MM-008 to a break-in
period of 100 hours and then, before auditioning its analog to digital conversion
capabilities, I decided to check out how
it performed as a preamplifier. For such
a compact and reasonably priced unit, it
punches well above its price class. I compared it to preamps at double and even
triple the price and the MM-008 held it
own with aplomb. I tried various genres
of music and in every case, the MM-008
was incredibly transparent, adding very
little of its own sound to the signal. Of all
the preamps at this price point that I have
auditioned, this unit comes the closest to
the preamp ideal of being a straight wire
with gain. The only area where it conceded points to its more expensive counterparts is in terms of connectivity. What this
means is that if you don’t need a multitude of connections, the MM-008 is one
of the best preamps you can buy for this
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price. And if you have a huge vinyl collection that you will, at some point, want
to digitize, this component is an absolute
no brainer.
Turning to the analog to digital conversion performance, I used a heavily modified Technics SL1200MkII turntable with
a Goldring 1042 cartridge and a Cardas
USB cable. The first vinyl record that I
converted to digital was the Weather Report album titled “Sweetnighter”. This
is one of my favourite albums from this
highly revered jazz band and it has the infectious rhythm, explosive dynamics and
incredible soundstage that make it an absolute joy to listen to.
I kept all the Audacity controls at flat
but chose the highest resolution offered by
the MM-008 which is 24/96 and set all the
controls offered by Audicity for the best
quality, in the hope of getting a digital
copy that is as true to the original as possible. With bated breath I began playing
the digital file and “poof”, what an incredibly underwhelming feeling. The digital
copy was not even close to the original.
The bass was flabby, the mid range was
thin and the high frequencies were almost
totally without the sparkle that this album
is so loaded with.
My first thought was that perhaps the
ADC part of this component needed more
break-in to reach its optimum performance
level and so I put it through a further 100
hours of break-in before once again converting the same album from analog to
digital. My instincts were spot on. This
time the digital file was a whole lot better,
especially with regard to the bass, which
was a lot tighter, deeper and more tuneful.
The mid range also gained a lot more saturation and smoothness. The treble, while
definitely better than before, was still not
exactly on par with the original.
Since the MM-008 does not have any
controls to tweak the sound for MM
cartridges, I turned my attention to the
plethora of controls offered by Audacity.
I tried various levels of treble boost on
the Audicity “effects” option and through
trial and error I finally found that an 18%
to 20% treble boost brought the treble resulted in performance a lot closer to the
original vinyl analog reproduction.
With one of my vinyl records digitized
to my satisfaction, it was time to turn my
attention to digitizing other albums in

my collection. Next in line was my Supertramp, “Breakfast in America” record.
This digital file also turned out quite satisfactorily save for the dynamic range,
which was quite a bit diminished from the
original. I tried various ways to rectify this
but to no avail. However, even without the
incredible dynamic range of the original,
the digital file of “Breakfast in America”
was still very enjoyable to listen to.
I then went on to try out many of my
favourite rock, jazz, soul and blues vinyl
albums and in every case, the resultant
digital file proved to be quite satisfactory.
I now have dozens of my records stored in
my computer as digital files and for non
critical listening, they provide me with the
pleasure of listening to my favourite tunes
in a manner that is a lot more convenient
than going through the required vinyl
playback rigmarole.
At $450, the Thorens MM-008 is one of
the great values on offer in the world of
high-end audio. If you have a good sized
vinyl record collection and listen to them
only occasionally because you could not
be bothered with the numerous intricate
steps that you have to go through, the
MM-008 is just what you need to add to
your system. Besides transcending the
hassle-ridden rituals of listening to vinyl,
the MM-008 will also extend the life of
your stylus, lessen the wear on your record grooves and motivate you to listen to
your vinyl tunes a lot more often. In addition, this little jewel of a component will
allow you to carry your vinyl based tunes
as digital files with you when you are on
the go, on your laptop or smart phone.
Now, any way you look at it, the MM-008
is definitely worth the price of admission.

quickinfo
Thorens
www.thorens.com
Distributed in Canada by
Rutherford Audio Inc.
www.rutherfordaudio.com
604.418.7622
Thorens MM-008 Analog to Digital
Converter
Price: $450 CAD
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VIZIO E-Series E600i-B3 60-Inch 1080p LCD TV

Mike Osadciw
VIZIO, a US company headquartered in
Irvine, CA, made its splash into the Canadian market in September 2014. Founded
in 2002, the company sought to deliver
the best picture performance for the best
price. Consumers appear to agree. With
over 51 million products sold at prices
that seem too good to be true, and its 100
percent North American-based technical
support, it’s no mystery that VIZIO has
caught traction in the television market.
This review focuses on VIZIO’s entrylevel 60-inch E600i-B3 LED-Full-Array
backlit television that offers a 1080p
resolution. Allow me to prevent any misconceptions about this television before
you read any further; even though the Eseries is VIZIO’s entry-level product, it
certainly doesn’t perform like one. If you
are a value seeker, a first time buyer, or
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a casual viewer open to new technology
with an easy to use interface, this 60-inch
E600i-B3 priced at only $949 demands a
closer look.

design | features
The TV is modest in appearance and I
enjoy it that way. The black 10mm screen
bezel combines both matte and glossy finishes. There is no illuminated logo on the
frame and no fancy base that would make
the TV difficult to prop on a stand. The
side profile is about 6.5cm and the whole
package is only 52lbs with the stand.
Keeping true to simplicity, VIZIO labels
its inputs for novices as good, better, best.
Three HDMI inputs, a shared component/
composite input, an OTA RF input (with
TOSlink and analogue audio output),
USB and Ethernet connections are tucked
well enough away from the sides of the
panel to prevent stiff cables from being

visible in wall-mount installations. You
can choose to connect from the side or underneath depending on your install. The
power/input button is located behind the
bottom left of the bezel. The remote control is one of simplest I’ve used in years.
I can’t think of a remote that is easier to
navigate than this one. The menu layout
is straightforward and if you need details
on any particular item, you can read the
simple to use on-screen manual. The TV
comes with a one-year parts and labour
warranty and a lifetime of North American-based online and telephone support.
The full-array LED backlighting is the
most important picture quality feature
available in all VIZIO E-series TVs from
28” to 70 inches, with Smart Dimming in
those from 39” to 70”. This 60-inch model has 16 evenly spaced LED zones behind the LCD panel that lighten and dim
depending on the picture content. The ad-
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vantage for the viewer is lost its appeal over the years, the company
superior picture quality decided to focus on the best 2D perforwhen compared to edge- mance and pass on offering 3D.
lit displays because of
Apps can be launched with a newly deevenly lit images across signed app launcher from the center Vthe screen (uniformity) button on the remote. A single press of this
rather than scattered button displays a small bar at the bottom of
dim spots. In a race to the screen (overlaying the currently playthe bottom for the best ing picture) and allows the user to scroll
black levels on a TV, lo- through seven apps of choice. Pressing the
cal dimming also offers V-button twice brings up a full screen of
better black level capa- apps where users can add, subtract, and
bility compared to edge- move apps around to their liking. This Elit competitors. This 60- series television can also be paired with a
inch has 16 zones and tablet or phone using the DIAL (Discovthe more zones the better. With the Active ery And Launch) protocol, allowing you
LED feature turned on, one side of the TV to search for YouTube and Netflix content
could be playing a bright image with the using your mobile device and watch the
LEDs on while the other side of the TV content on the television screen. This is a
can have the LEDs dimmed to darken the very handy feature that makes typing text
image in that zone. This effectively in- exponentially easier compared to using
creases contrast ratio and VIZIO claims the TV remote. Of course you’ll need to
a 5,000,000:1 dynamic contrast thanks to make sure both your TV and mobile dethis technology.
vice are connected to your Wi-Fi network,
To reduce motion blur from the LCD to use this functionality. Overall, I found
panel (this does not include native motion this TV’s smart features very straightforblur inherent in our film and TV content), ward to navigate and easy to use.
the TV has a 120Hz refresh rate that’s acperformance
complished by synchronizing the video
processing and backlighting, ensuring
I only report on image quality after calithat pixels aren’t lit longer than the con- bration since that’s the best way to judge
tent demands. LCD blur is a result of the a television’s performance. Measurements
LCD not being able to change its orienta- were taken using Konica-Minolta’s CStion and transmission rapidly enough as 1000A spectroradiometer feeding data
the next frame comes in, so faster refresh to CalMan 5.3 software. Test patterns
rates and processing has been a solution to are sourced from Accupel’s DVG-5000
this problem.
pattern generator. The reviewing enviVIZIO also includes multiple picture ronment consists of both bright and dark
memory presets and many custom image room scenarios and was calibrated for
settings that can be renamed to your pref- the average living room viewer. Blu-rays
erence. In addition to the Standard and were spun up using an LG BD660 player.
Vivid modes, there is also a Game mode For a detailed calibration report, please
to reduce input latency by bypassing most visit the Canada HiFi Forum under LCD
video processing for gamers who need the displays.
fastest response possible. Two calibrated
Out of the box this TV is set to the Stanmodes for a light room and a dark room dard picture mode. It’s not exceedingly
are also included in the menu, but out of bright and comes across very cool giving
the box they require proper calibration to the image a blue cast. Skin tones are pale
get best results for your specific viewing and colours are intensified to compensate.
environment. Any adjustment in any of Switching between the two preset “calithe image modes automatically becomes brated” modes exhibited an image-tinted
a new custom picture setting. VIZIO has reddish-blue. The Calibrated Dark mode
put attention to detail for control of image is set with its reference white designed for
quality. I have never seen an entry level studio settings – too dark even for the avTV offering multipoint grayscale and full erage darkened living room – and the othCMS adjustment capability and the ability er mode was too bright for both day and
to rename a picture memory. Since 3D has evening watching, and hurt my eyes from
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a viewing distance of 7 feet. Although I
commend VIZIO for giving calibrated
presets in the TV, the reality is that the TV
still needs adjustment for the room it’ll be
put in. I set out to adjust for comfortable
viewing.
The TV exhibited outstanding performance after calibration with very little
grayscale error. An accurate grayscale is
desired so colours can be seen as intended
by the filmmakers. After calibration, the
fully saturated primary colours were still
too saturated but I didn’t dare lower them
too much or else I risked washing out all
colours. 100% saturated red still leaned
a bit towards orange and is visible if one
is familiar with deep red in program content (like the Netflix background). This is
a minor nit-pick on a TV that costs only
$949. The level of picture accuracy that
the E600i-B3 offers at this price is unsurpassed. After full grayscale and colour
calibration, the E600i-B3 was a pleasure
to watch.
I have been using a plasma TV as my reference for several years and I’ve always
been aware of its drawbacks. Plasma TVs
are noisy devices (dithering) and don’t
display very bright images because of the
auto brightness limiter (ABL). Watching this VIZIO LCD was an adjustment
for me because the picture was typically
brighter all of the time with regular content. Most of my viewing is from Blu-ray
because I’m not happy with the current
sub-quality of streaming video. I also
got my daily dose of OTA TV. Using the
TV’s speakers for programs was average
and lean. DTS Studio Sound can be used
to give the speakers a bit of a nudge in
performance.
Since I set up this TV almost two months
before writing this review, I watched the
whole first season of Star Trek: The Original Series on Blu-ray. The VIZIO displayed all of the best details these transfers had to offer. The clear, bright images
from the VIZIO gave me a new insight
into the show sets and scenery. This TV
also brought back the youth, pizazz and
innocence of Captain Kirk, Spock, Uhura,
and all the other characters.
Sticking with the theme of space and
space travel, I had to spin a few scenes
from several episodes of the latest Cosmos: A Spacetime Odyssey hosted by Neil
deGrasse Tyson. All 13 episodes are HD
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eye candy that can’t be missed. This TV side effect of the Active LED function that functionality, though not as extensive as
never missed a hair of detail of the live will go unnoticed to the majority of view- offered by other brands, does not disapaction shots, it represented the anima- ers, and that is one of some light haloing point either. If you decide to take a trip
tion shorts without noise, and intricately around small objects. Since this TV has to a VIZIO dealer, just make sure to have
displayed the computer generated visuals 16 zones of dimming, the individual zones enough space in the car because you’ll
of the universe in my living room. It pro- are rather large and don’t offer the same probably end up taking one home.
duced one clean picture when fed good level of precision as the 36 or 72 zones as
quality 1080p video.
VIZIO’s M-series and P-series televisions, Mike Osadciw is a THX/ISF
I also managed to tackle the whole both of which are able to tighten around Professional Video Calibrator/Instructor
fourth season Blu-ray set of The Walking smaller lit objects. But I’m certainly not with The Highest Fidelity
Dead. The VIZIO had no issue display- complaining because I’m not aware of any (905) 730-5996
ing this drab, gritty series shot on 16mm other manufacturer offering any sort of lo- info@thehighestfidelity.com
film. I also got a chance to test the TV’s cal dimming on a sub-$1000, 60-inch TV. www.thehighestfidelity.com
black level using the Active LED Zone The E600i-B3 is an amazing performer all
function. What’s a zombie series if there around.
quickinfo
is no danger in the nighttime scenes? The
If you’re not ready to fork out your hard
Active LED feature does exactly what it earned cash for a 4K Ultra HD TV just yet,
promises - contrast was very good within and are looking for a more affordable TV
VIZIO
dark scenes. Dark parts of the picture re- than any of the other big brands offer, you
www.vizio.ca
mained dark while bright areas remain as should definitely check out VIZIO’s range
(877)698-4946
such. Without a doubt the picture delivers of TVs.
far better blacks with the feature on rather
Given the level of performance this 60VIZIO E-Series E600i-B3 60-Inch
than off. It also delivers better blacks than inch E-series TV delivers for $949, I am
1080p LCD TV
my 4-year-old plasma TV that is suffer- curious to lay my eyes on the set-up MPrice: $949 CAD
ing from a rising black level. Despite the series as well as the 4K P-series TVs rehuge advantage, there is a slightly visible cently announced. The E600i-B3’s smart
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exaSound Audio Design e22 Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC)
Gaelen Andrews
The story of exaSound Audio Design is
an inspiring one - the company was born
when electronics engineers, software developers, musicians and entrepreneurs got
together and decided to pursue their passion for music. This Canadian company
focuses exclusively on building the finest
digital-to-analog converters (DACs) for
the digital audio world that has so firmly
captured music lovers. All exaSound
hardware and software is designed and
hand-built at its Toronto, Ontario facility.
I first met George Klissarov, the president
of exaSound Audio Design, at TAVES in
2013. He was performing a seminar about
digital audio in his show room, of course
using one of his digital to analog converters. I was impressed with the sound, and
more importantly I saw someone who’s
trying to make a positive contribution to
the audio industry. The reason I say this
is simple – exaSound is focused primarily
on sound quality. The fun part of the quest
of finding your perfect system is learning
the balance between what contributes to
better sound, and what contributes simply
to a higher price.
exaSound’s mission is to bring uncompromised sound to audio systems and music enthusiasts. While at $3,499 its newest
DSD-capable e22 DAC isn’t exactly inexpensive equipment, it intends to compete
with more expensive competitors. There
aren’t many DSD-capable DAC’s under
the $2,000 price point, and in this league
the competition climbs beyond $9,000.
All exaSound products are designed and
built in Toronto, Ontario (Canada).

design | features
One of the most obvious design traits
of the e22 DAC is that its chassis is about
1/3 the width of a conventional component, and it’s intentionally a simple looking unit. This is done to save resources
that can be applied to improve sound
quality. The chassis is made out of aluminum and feels sturdy. The buttons have a
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reliable feel,
firmly clicking
with a short
and
precise
pop, like military grade buttons. The e22
has a cool blue
display
that
shows the file
types, sample
rates, inputs,
and volume.
One of the
primary
internal components in a DAC
is its chipset.
exaSound uses ESS Sabre’s flagship
9018 chipset at the heart of the operation.
It does PCM sample rates from 44,100
Hz to 384,000 Hz, and bitrates from 16 to
32 bit, and also plays the latest DSD files
from 2.822 to 12.288 MHz. High resolution files are becoming increasingly available, and the highest sample rates are now
also coming out, so the e22 will stay current for quite some time.
To reduce noise, the e22 comes with
an external power supply, and internally
there are 11 power filtering stages for the
specific needs of various internal components. Inputs include a single USB and
two S/PDIF: coaxial and optical. Timing
the audio signal and reducing jitter, are 3
oscillators timing the audio bits that are
accurate to 0.082 ps (1 ps = 1 trillionth of
a second). Outputs consists of gold plated
XLR and RCA audio outputs, a headphone output with a dedicated internal
amplifier and a 12V trigger for another
device.
exaSound provides its own custom
ASIO software driver with the e22. This
software essentially allows a proper
“handshake” between your computer’s
operating system (Windows or OS X)
and the e22. There were a few settings

to change with the JRiver Media Center
computer playback software, but once it
was set up, I could seamlessly play any
PCM or DSD file back to back. Firmware
and software drivers are one area that can
be overlooked when choosing a DAC, so
it’s worth looking into how well it will
integrate with your computer and audio
system. exaSound has evolved with its
firmware and software with their latest
e22, which improves reliability and sound
quality. The e22 offers volume control,
and the ASIO driver doesn’t use bits to reduce volume, ensuring full sound quality
at all volume levels. To achieve the cleanest signal path, one could connect the e22
directly to a power amplifier.

performance
I inserted the e22 DAC into my system, between the PC and the Simaudio
i-5 integrated amplifier, connecting them
with the Nordost Red Dawn LS unbalanced cables. Cardas Clear Light cables
connected the amplifier to my beloved
Bryston Middle T loudspeakers.
The e22 is a special piece of equipment.
It offers a level of realism with a palpable presence of musicians and air within
the recording space. It is able to produce
that air between vocals and instruments
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because, to my ears, distortion and noise
floor are seemingly non-existent.
Just to make things clear, before I get
started on file types - the most limiting
factor in music playback (other than the
audio components) is the quality of the
original recording. Some mp3’s sound
great, and some high resolution files
sound awful. It is not purely about the
file type or bitrate. All things being equal,
there is unquestionably more musical detail captured if an album is recorded in a
higher resolution format, and from there
it’s all about how much of that detail your
audio components can reveal.
In the case of exaSound’s e22, this DAC
is capable of revealing a tremendous
amount of detail. exaSound has done a remarkable job of getting out of the way of
the original recording, giving you all the
detail that the chosen file has to offer. One
of my favorite demos for music-curious
friends was to play the same song in different file types. I usually played Norah
Jones’ “I’ve Got To See You Again”, partly because I have it in five file types - from
mp3 to DSD - and partly because the DSD
version of the track blew me away. One
measure of a system’s transparency is
the clarity of a cymbal’s decay. Normally
a cymbal quickly gets absorbed into the
rest of the music, if it hangs around at all,
but through the e22 on the DSD version
of “I’ve Got To See You Again”, for the
first time ever I heard the fuzziness of a
cymbal decay all the way until it finished
ringing.
Of course, the vast majority of what
everyone listens to, including myself, is
PCM based, so that is still largely the basis of my opinion, but DSD files are one of
those things that are hard to go backwards
from. After spending some time with
the e22 and playing DSD files, if you’re
spending over $2,000 on a DAC, I highly
recommended going with a DSD-capable
model.
Like most listeners, the majority of my
library is in CD quality (16-bit, 44.1 kHz
files), and I’ll even admit to having some
MP3 files because the songs are good,
though I maintain that mp3 sound is pretty
lifeless and etchy. There is an artist from
Bristol, England called “Fink” who is a
bluesy and soulful guy that sings emotionally raw songs. On his song “Trouble’s
What You’re In”, the differences between
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the MP3 and the CD quality versions are
substantial. At CD quality, suddenly you
can hear the squeak of the bass drum’s
pedal, and feel the attached mallet thud
against the drum skin, the snare drum popping out of a silent background, and added
dimension by hearing the echo within the
room.
There’s a similar step up with high resolution files towards more lifelike sound. I
listened to Lana Del Ray’s album “Ultraviolence” (downloaded from HDTracks)
and could clearly hear the benefits of the
24 bit depth of this 44.1 kHz file. More
bit depth means more dynamic range between soft and loud sounds. This resulted
in the heavy bass-lines sounding rounder
and fuller while the instruments became
more believable. At the same time, it
brought added expression to the complexity of Lana Del Ray’s pretty, yet sorrowful
voice.
Using the e22, I was amazed at another
big jump towards realism when listening to Acoustic Sounds’ DSD recording
of Shelby Lynne’s “Just A Little Lovin’”.
The texture of the instruments and the
subtleties of Shelby’s voice were incredibly engaging. When the song starts, the
dynamic range of the strike on the drums
is shocking, as is the drum resonance
that follows, each tone sounding precise.
The electric bass player’s fingers slide
smoothly from note to note, sounding
clean and warm. Shelby’s voice enters
with a surprising presence, floating with
a halo of air around her voice, behind the
middle of my speakers. It was the closest
to real sound I’ve gotten out of my stereo.
I picked up an mp3 version of the same
Shelby Lynne album, anticipating that
it would sound awful in comparison to
DSD, but it sounded great too; proving
once again that it’s all about the original
recording.
I heard a greater realism than ever before of the recordings’ soundstage with
the e22 in my system. There is a sense of
timing so precise that it took me a while
to finely adjust the position of my Bryston
Middle T speakers to sufficiently present
the soundstage with its full glory. Once
they were dialed in, all the aspects of my
systems components were shinning like
never before.
Across the whole frequency spectrum,
listening to my music collection was re-

freshing, like peeling off the protective
layer of film on a new electronic device.
Bass was clean and articulate. The midrange was remarkably open and vocals
were that extra bit convincing. The highs
were fast and sparkly.
Headphone fans will be delighted to
know that the e22 DAC is equipped with
a headphone amplifier. Compared to the
e20 DAC model, this one offers double the
current output. The headphone section of
this DAC had my AKG K550’s sounding
better than ever. Based on my experience
with stand-alone headphone amps, I approximate I’d have to spend several hundred dollars to exceed the performance of
the e22’s built-in headphone amp. All of
the characteristics of the DAC were apparent in terms of immense detail retrieval
and black backgrounds. With 500 mA of
peak current, this headphone amplifier
should be sufficient to drive even planar
headphones adequately.
exaSound’s e22 has power that seems to
flow undetected through the circuit board
and its quietly isolated components. The
design found the right balance between
immense detail retrieval, without leaning
too far forward and sounding aggressive. I
had great fun exploring every genre in my
library from metal to acoustic solo violins,
and it was a revelatory experience all the
way through. The signal is so clean I can
imagine the e22 meshing nicely into most
systems.
I hope that DSD will become a more
popular choice for recording music since
hard drive space is no longer an issue. The
magic of music sounding musical is in
the harmonics, and capturing those also
builds the sense of acoustic space and air,
which leads to a truly engaging experience with the music as the artists meant it
to be. exaSound’s e22 demonstrates how
the highest quality recordings can bring us
closer to the music than ever before.

quickinfo
exaSound Audio Design
www.exasound.com
(416) 273-2522
exaSound e22 DAC
Price: $3,499
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